
Terms to Know  
 
Sinicization: 
 
Sinicization is an assimilation process in which       
non-Chinese people or societies come under the       
influence of Han Chinese culture.  
 
Han Chinese:  
 
The Han Chinese are the majority ethnic group        
in China, making up approximately 92% of the        
nation's population. In many cases, Han Chinese       
culture dictates what is and what is not        
considered Chinese. Also known as Hanzu and       
Han.  
https://theculturetrip.com/asia/china/articles/an-i
ntroduction-to-chinas-han-people/  
 
Uyghur:  
 
A Turkic ethnic minority that is native to the         
Xinjiang region of China.  
 
Xinjiang: 
 
Officially known as the Xinjiang Uyghur      
Autonomous Region, it is an autonomous      
region. It is the largest province of China and is          
native to the Uyghur Chinese.  
 
Committee Introduction 
 

The United Nations Human Rights Council       
(UNHRC) is a United Nations body whose       
mission is to promote and protect human rights        
around the world, with over 47 members who        
rotate every 3 years. It is responsible for        
investigating possible human rights violations in      
UN nations. It is mainly focused on the freedom         
of speech, protest, religion, as well as sexual        
orientation. It was created in 2006 as a        
replacement for the UNHCR which had a       

substandard track record for preserving human      
rights in the past. The UNHCR is strongly liked         
to the Office of the High Commissioner for        
Human Rights, a UN Secretariat department that       
was established after the 1993 World      
Conference on Human Rights.  
 
The current committee meeting is being held as        
one of UNHRC’s regular sessions, which occurs       
in March, June, and September of every calendar        
year. This committee session will focus on the        
ensuing Uyghur crisis going on in China, with        
allegations of brutal mistreatment,    
malnourishment, and torture being levied against      
the Chinese Communist Party in recent months.       
It is tasked with the job of identifying the core          
issues regarding the treatment of Uyghur      
Muslims in China, understanding the best ways       
to combat them, and developing resolutions that       
proactively prevent such harm in the future       
while keeping the wishes of individual nations,       
especially China’s, in mind. 
 
 
 
Building Context 
 
The Uyghurs are recognized as indigenous to the        
Xinjiang region of the northwest region of       
China. Prior to the 1980s, the region was        
inhabited by majority Uyghurs who majorly      
practiced the religion of Islam, although they       
still remained an ethnic minority of China as a         
whole. Beginning in the 1980s-1990s, the Han       
Chinese began migrating to Xinjiang,     
accelerated by the economic growth desired in       
the region under the Western Development      
Campaign of 2000. They brought with them a        
different culture that was the ethnic majority in        
the country, and modern-day indigenous unrest      
in Xinjiang dates from the 1980s when this        
migration began, and the collision of the two        
groups prompted complaints about the     
increasingly glaring regio-cultural differences.  

https://theculturetrip.com/asia/china/articles/an-introduction-to-chinas-han-people/
https://theculturetrip.com/asia/china/articles/an-introduction-to-chinas-han-people/


 
A cycle of state versus local violence began with         
the 1990 Baren Incident in which a group of         
Southern Uyghurs clashed with the Hanzu led to        
Uyghur resistance. In response, the Chinese      
government deployed an unnecessary amount of      
force, using fighter plants, anti-riot troops, and       
tanks, killing 1600 Uyghurs. This incident was       
later named a terrorist incident, with the       
Uyghurs being identified as terrorists. China      
began to incite religious restrictions in the late        
1990s, and in response, Uyghurs began      
launching periodic attacks on infrastructure and      
state officials in the region, including multiple       
assassinations of indigenous officials who were      
considered to be “collaborators.” Such violence      
came to a climax in 1997 in the city of Ghulja           
when a peaceful demonstration against state      
restrictions on Islamic practice was suppressed      
by the People’s Liberation Army with violence.       
The period after this incident saw a crackdown        
characterized by arbitrary arrests,    
disappearances, torture, and summary    
executions of indigenous people.  
 
 
In 2001, when the US launched the “Global War         
on Terror,” following 9/11, China decided to       
follow a similar rhetoric as a justification for        
their ethnic profiling of Uyghurs. They were       
strategically excluded from society as potential      
“terrorists''. Dissatisfaction among the Uygurs     
came to a boiling point in the Urumchi Riots of          
2009. The Chinese state had failed to prosecute        
Han perpetrators of an attack against Uyghur       
workers in a Chinese factory, which promoted a        
peaceful protest against ethnic injustice.     
However, it ended in two days of ethnic violence         
between Uyghur and Hans, resulting in state       
forces using live fire against Uyghur      
demonstrators, killing many. Arbitrary    
detentions, enforced disappearances, and    
executions followed this. The Chinese     
government blamed the religion of Islam instead       

of ethnic inequality and used this as an excuse to          
heavily securitize Uyghur social life and religion       
with increasingly invasive policy, such as raids       
on Uyghur homes where women’s veils were       
often forcibly removed.  
 
This invasive policy led, finally, to the 2014        
incident in which 8 Uyghurs killed Han       
Civilians in the Kunming train station, which led        
President Xi to announce the “Peoples War on        
Terror”, labeling the Uyghurs as terrorists. This       
deepened with the publication of the Xinjiang       
Uyghur Autonomous Region Regulations on     
De-Extremification in 2017. It mandated the      
establishment of “transformation through    
education” camps, later named “vocational     
training centers’ after the nation admitted their       
existence. These camps were intended to in       
masses, carry out the unlawful imprisonment of       
Uyghur Muslims were political re-education,     
forced sinicization, and death in camps through       
unsanitary conditions, malnutrition, withheld    
medical care, beatings and rape occurred      
rampantly. The most uncooperative Uyghurs,     
usually the most religiously devoted males, have       
been transferred to high-security prisons while      
those who “graduate” these camps are often put        
into forced labor camps. Those who are outside        
the camp are forced into silence through the        
threat of imprisonment.  
 
It is clear that in all the events leading up to the            
current situation, the Chinese state has largely       
overreacted to the perceived Uyghur threat, and       
is using it as an excuse to fulfill an economic          
vision and stage the killing and unjust       
detainment of thousands of Uyghur Muslims.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Current Situation 
 
Since 2016, Uyghurs have faced the largest       
forced detainment and incarceration of any      
ethnic-religious minority since World War 2.      
Currently, there are upwards of 1.5 million       
Uyghur and Turkic Muslims being detained,      
either in re-education camps, forced labor      
camps, or high-security prisons. To date,      
approximately 380 concentration camps have     
been spotted, intended to strip the Uyghurs of        
their culture and language. However, China      
continues to deny that these are concentration       
camps and claims that they are simply       
reintroduction camps aimed at countering     
extremism.  
 
China has also offered an increasing amount of        
land, jobs and economic subsidies to Han       
Chinese to accelerate the amount of Han       
Chinese inhabiting the region of Xinjiang ever       
since 2014. The Belt and Road Initiative, a        
global infrastructure development strategy that     
plans on investing in dozens of countries and        
international organizations to create a China-led      
Eurasian integration is one explanation as to       
why the PRC government is so adamant on        
“cleansing” this region. A key part of this plan is          
securing Xinjiang, a region that is of paramount        
economic importance and is the largest province       
of the country overall, making stability within it        
vital. Furthermore, it has been argued that state        
vulnerability and fear of territorial loss are some        
of the main motivators of genocide. Given that        
the region of Xinjiang contains 40% of the        
national coal reserve and largest national gas       
reserves and that it plays an essential role in         
China's energy sector, fear of the Uyghurs       
becoming increasingly autonomous, fear of     
territorial loss, and the threat of separatism may        
have prompted Chinese hostility.  
 
In June of 2020, a report was released by a          
group of investigative journalists that provided      

evidence of birth suppression of the Uyghurs       
across the country. These Muslim women have       
been subject to forced abortions, sterilizations,      
and insertions of intrauterine devices, as well as        
mandatory pregnancy checks. Women outside     
camps have had birth control requirements      
imposed on them, with the threat of internment        
if one fails to comply. Family planning laws        
have existed for years that all Chinese people        
were required to follow, and failure to comply        
results in unreasonably high fines. However,      
only ethnic minorities are being arrested if they        
are unable to pay these fines. Financial       
incentives and rewards are being offered to local        
officials who aid the birth suppression efforts.  
 
Furthermore, the Uyghur Humans Rights Project      
(UHRP) recently published a report citing      
multiple international clothing corporations    
sourcing their cotton from Uyghur forced labor       
in Xinjiang. China is one of the world's most         
colossal cotton suppliers, with approximately     
84% of its cotton being produced in Xinjiang.        
This creates a complex issue, with the structure        
of global supply chains of cotton being reliant        
on forced labor by Uyghurs, forcing all countries        
to support economically the forced labor of       
Uyghurs, and thus, making them somewhat      
complicit in their genocide. This issue has       
become even more complex as the COVID19       
pandemic has created a large scale need for        
P.P.E, and a large amount of new medical        
equipment factories have opened in Xinjiang.      
This has caused countries like the USA, (insert        
other countries), reliant on Uyghur forced      
labor-sourced medical equipment, which is     
difficult to resolve given the high demand the        
USA, as well as other countries, are in for these          
supplies.  
 
As of now, the situation has not been declared a          
genocide by the United Nations. However, many       
nations, groups, and individuals are moving      



closer to this position as the Uyghur situation        
worsens.  
 
 
 
Global Response 
 
The rest of the world has had contrasting        
opinions for months now, with the United States        
claiming that the “Chinese government’s     
rampant abuse of the human rights and religious        
freedoms of Uyghurs, ethnic Kazakhs, and other       
Muslim minorities in Xinjiang is an urgent issue        
impacting the broader region, ” calling on China        
to release those unfairly detained in      
concentration camps. This issue, the US argues,       
demonstrates declining religious freedom in the      
East Asian nation, especially Muslims. The      
Kazakh government has resisted Chinese efforts      
to repatriate Uyghurs and other Muslim minority       
groups as of late, instead of considering them to         
be asylum-seekers. Turkey, where the Uyghurs      
have roots, has claimed that the “reintroduction       
of internment camps in the 21st century and the         
policy of systematic assimilation against the      
Uighur Turks carried out by the authorities of        
China is a great shame for humanity.” 
 
Interestingly enough, many Muslim-majority    
nations, such as Qatar, Syria, the UAE, Saudi        
Arabia, and Pakistan, defended the Chinese      
government in the wake of a joint statement by a          
dozen other countries. They cited low terrorism       
and high quality of life in Xinjiang and didn’t         
consider the detention of two million Muslims in        
the region. Why might this be so? It turns out          
that China is a large trading partner for many         
Middle Eastern nations. The risk of losing       
Chinese support in business would be      
devastating to their economies, and therefore the       
danger was too great. This information makes it        
more essential to understand individual country      

policy on the Uyghur crisis and their respective        
relationships with China. 
 
Although the number of countries condemning      
China’s abuse has doubled since last year, there        
remains a large number that continues to support        
the nation. The UN has not passed any        
resolutions regarding the situation or labeled it a        
genocide yet, most likely due to the highly        
divisive nature of this issue 
 
Possible Solutions 
 
Country policy will play an important role in        
how your nation approaches this issue. Military       
intervention is unrealistic given the fact that       
China has one of the largest and strongest        
militaries in the world, and is a P5 member of          
the United Nations with veto power in the        
Security council. Additionally, China has been      
historically very adamant on state sovereignty      
within the UN, therefore any efforts by other        
nations to infringe on this sovereignty may be        
viewed as an attack requiring defense by the        
Chinese state. Furthermore, the state is not a part         
of the International Criminal Court, further      
complicating the issue.  
 
Other possible solutions include building     
coalitions between like-minded nations to create      
diplomatic, economic pressure on China to      
resolve the Uyghur issue. Powerful nations      
should use their economic power to impose       
sanctions and other economic stresses on China,       
as well as continuously put China in a negative         
spotlight with increased media coverage of this       
issue. Supporting groups such as the Uyghur       
Human Rights Project, Save Uighur, and other       
organizations dedicated to aiding Uyghurs is      
also a possibility.  
 
 
 



Questions to Consider 
 
1. What role does an international body play in         
China's internal affairs? Is it proper for outside        
nations to intervene in something under the       
jurisdiction of the Chinese government? To what       
extent? 
 
2. What process shall we take to tackle the         
immediate humanitarian crisis underway? Why     
should we go about this process? What should        
be emphasized in a resolution? 
 
3. Why would the Chinese be willing to work         
with the UNHRC in their evaluation of the        
oppression that Uyghur Muslims face? What      
benefits are there for them? 
 
4. How can we ensure that any member nation         
does not go about committing atrocities like this        
in the future? What preventative measures      
should the UNHRC put up? 
 
5. What role can non-governmental     
organizations play in providing food, water,      
shelter, as well as other general forms of aid, for          
those surviving the crisis? To what extent should        
any resolution be dependent on such NGOs? 
 


